
 

HET 27/1  April 09 

SNAG/ Steering Group Evaluation 

Term 1 

School.......................................................................................... 

Your role in SNAG............................................................................... 

Date 

completed.................................................................................... 

Thank you for all your hard work this term. Please take a few moments 

to think about everything you have done as part of this group and then 

answer each of the questions on the next page. Your answers will help 

us to run even better SNAG’s/meetings in the future.  

1. Were the meetings.... (tick one box) 

� too long  � too short  � about right 

2. Were the meetings held at a time that made it easy for you to attend? (tick one box) 

� yes  � no    � sometimes  

 3. Do you feel people listened to you and respected what you had to say in SNAG 

meetings? (tick one box) 

� always        � most of the time        

� sometimes       � hardly ever 

4. Do you think the jobs you were given during and between meetings were agreed 

and explained clearly? (tick one box) 

� always        � most of the time        

� sometimes       � hardly ever 

5. What did you enjoy most about the meetings? (tick one box) 

� sharing ideas    � meeting different people  

� the discussion    � the snacks 

� missing lessons/work   � the tasks 

� making changes in school          � having a badge 
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4. What, if anything, did you not like about SNAG meetings? (tick one box) 

� sharing ideas    � meeting different people   

� the discussion    � the snacks   

� missing lessons/ work   � the tasks 

� making changes in school          � having a badge 

� nothing – I Iiked it all  

 

 

 

5. What was most useful about the SNAG meetings? Why? 
 

 

 

 

6. Do you think your SNAG has worked well? (tick one box) 

� yes   � no   � don’t know 

7. How could SNAG meetings be improved in the future?   

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your time! 

  

 

 

IF THERE WAS SOMETHING ELSE YOU DID NOT LIKE PLEASE WRITE IT HERE. 

IF THERE WAS SOMETHING ELSE YOU ENJOYED PLEASE WRITE IT HERE. 


